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Abstract. This paper proposes a hierarchical abstract world model based on H-
Graphs (hierarchical graphs) for a new wheelchair aided navigation system. This
model tries to improve traditional path planning systems and make easier user
interfaces development. Paths achieved are not necessary time or length optimal
but calculation time is not extremely long. User interfaces based on this model
are simple, efficient, have a low economical cost and facilitate user’s better reha-
bilitation.

1 Introduction

Traditional path finding use variations of the A� heuristic search algorithm to compute
paths. However, in large maps the computer path query may not be satisfied[1]. The
aided navigation system for electric-powered wheelchairs that is proposed in this paper
has some restrictions that make A� algorithms a not proper solution. Firstly, the path
planning system must face large and complex structured environments like hospitals.
When search spaces get big, A� computational time increases exponentially. Secondly,
the wheelchair computer device can not spend a huge amount of time searching a path 3

in a map but paths obtained should be as much optimal as possible. The wheelchair
computer device must attend other tasks and users wait for a solution in a reasonable
period of time. Hierarchical search algorithms (see examples in [2] and [3]) solve the
computational time problem but solutions provided are sometimes far away from opti-
mal.

Another important problem that must be faced in a wheelchair navigation system
is the user interface. As it was said, maps contained in navigation systems can be too
large. Simple and low cost output devices like small displays can not always provide
clear information to users about a large and structured environment. A start or goal point
selection could turn into a difficult process for a wheelchair user. Moreover, usability
and rehabilitation properties are desired. Consequently, special techniques and designs
are needed in order to achieve a new and suitable user interface for electric-powered
wheelchairs.

3 it will be used path or trajectory either



The study described in this paper is based on TetraNauta. TetraNauta is a controller
for standard electric-powered wheelchairs that allows users with severe mobility restric-
tions (such as people with tetraplegy) to easily navigate in closed environments (home,
hospital, school, etc) [4].

In section 2 a new abstract world model is described and a new visual tool for
map modelling is showed. In section 3 the path planning algorithm based on the model
proposed is briefly described. Some experimental results are also briefly commented.
In section 4 a new user interface is described and analysed.

2 Abstract World Model

The abstract world model in TeraNauta is a H-Graph that can model a 2D or even
a 3D environment. This graph has a tree structure/hierarchy with several abstractions
levels (being ”root”! level 0). Each abstraction level is also a graph where nodes can
represent a sub-map in a deeper level of the hierarchy. Every sub-map has a parent sub-
map in an upper abstraction level (except the ”root” map) and a children set map in a
deeper abstraction level (except in the deepest abstraction level). We define brother sub-
maps as the maps that belong to the same abstraction level. Brother sub-maps can be
logically connected in a horizontal or a vertical way. That is an important different from
classic H-Graphs. In next paragraphs elements contained in a sub-map are described in
more detail. Basically they can be divided in two groups: arcs and nodes.

Arcs: paths between two nodes followed by the Control Unit of TetraNauta.
Nodes: two nodes represent an arc.
At least there is one arc connecting a node and there are up to four arcs connected

to a node. They represent every movement a electric wheelchair can perform: straight,
back, left and right. The only exception to this rule are the sub-map nodes. Every node
has relative (x; y) coordinates in the sub-map where it is included. These coordinates
are mainly used by heuristics to calculate Euclidean distances. The five node categories
represented in sub-maps are:

– End Nodes: wheelchair users have to choose a goal node among this group.
– Cross Nodes: their main function is to connect other nodes.
– Horizontal Bridge Nodes: used to connect a sub-map in an i abstraction level with

the rest of nodes of its parent sub-map in an i-1 upper abstraction level. The con-
nection is done in an horizontal way.

– Vertical Bridge Nodes: same as horizontal bridge nodes but connecting sub-maps
(representing different building floors) in a vertical way. Each vertical bridge node
has an elevator object associated, which represent the intuitive idea of an elevator
in a building. An elevator object can have several vertical bridge nodes associated
in different sub-maps.

– Sub-map Nodes: A sub-map node represents a sub-map in the next deeper abstrac-
tion level of the hierarchy. Sub-map nodes can have more than four connections,
showing every possible horizontal connection from nodes in an i-1 abstraction level
to nodes in a deeper i abstraction level. Every connection to a sub-map node has a
horizontal bridge node associated in the next deeper abstraction level.



Each sub-map can have an attached table of pre-calculated trajectories. Every pre-
calculated trajectory represent an optimal path between a pair of nodes. Trajectories are
calculated off-line and divided in five groups:

1. Trajectories that link horizontal bridge nodes.
2. Trajectories that link horizontal bridge nodes with horizontal bridge nodes of the

parent sub-map.
3. Trajectories that link horizontal bridge nodes with vertical bridge nodes.
4. Trajectories that link bridge horizontal nodes with vertical bridge nodes of the par-

ent sub-map.
5. Trajectories between brother sub-maps. These trajectories link their horizontal bridge

nodes, actually.

This abstraction model allows every possible combination of trajectories. Some of these
groups can also be erased or modified according to specific needs. Pre-calculated tra-
jectories have a double effect: first speed-up path planning and second help to find more
optimal (time or length) paths. In a not powerful computational system that must also
manage large maps these improvements are quite interesting. For example, it must be
taken into account what happens when an A� algorithm must explore a sub-map node
SM in a path search process. In a plain graph or H-Graph that means more nodes to be
explored/expanded inside SM . However, pre-calculated trajectories that link horizon-
tal bridge nodes inside SM avoid refining that node in a deeper abstraction level of a
H-Graph hierarchy.

The criterion to evaluate the pre-calculated trajectories groups selected reflect the
fact that a start node and a goal node are usually included in different sub-map nodes.
Thus, if the set of trajectories that link both sub-maps are already calculated, then the
main path planning problem consists only on selecting the proper bridge nodes in each
sub-map.

2.1 TetraMap: a Tool for Map Modelling

Usually, hand coding has been used to map generation in mobile robotics. Maps are
not very big and they are rarely modified (or are modified on-line by the own robot).
However, a TetraNauta wheelchair works in large indoor environments where maps are
usually modified by people that are not engineers. A TetraNauta wheelchair has the
possibility of map learning (and therefore map modifying) but only in small and not
complex environments.

In order to generate and maintain maps easily, a tool for map generation has been
developed. It is basically a visual graph editor that also allows off-line pre-calculated
trajectories generation. Thus, wheelchair users or their assistants can modify some tra-
jectories according to traffic or rehabilitation needs previously. One of the most out-
standing characteristic of this tool is that elevators are taken into account. A path can
connect every pair of floors floor in a building or even several floors of different build-
ings. This tool provides other important characteristics:

– On-line error testing. For example, it is not allow vertical connections to sub-maps
that are connected horizontally.



Fig. 1. TetraMap: a tool for designing hierarchical maps

– Fast view of the entire world and every sub-map structure.
– Modularity: different scales for sub-maps, sub-maps can be added or modified in-

dividually, ...

The map modelling tool’s output is a set of ASCII (plain text) files. Every sub-map
information is also contained in a text file. A special text file contains a general descrip-
tion of a H-Graph structure. The elevator elements description is also written in this file.
Another purpose of this tool is to allow that every mobile robot (not only a TetraNauta’s
wheelchairs) can read information of an unknown and complex indoor environment. A
robot can process it using any path planning technique. It is not necessary to apply the
algorithm proposed in this paper. It must be remembered that not every mobile robot
system has the capacity of learning unknown environments, specially when they are too
big or complex. If users do not need to work with hierarchical structures, a simple plain
map (graph) can be also generated. In this case only one single text file (with or without
pre-calculated trajectories) is generated.

3 Path Planning

In a TetraNauta’s navigation system there is only one microprocessor. Several real-time
tasks are executed at the same time inside the microprocessor for control operations.
The task that has to perform path planning has the lowest priority. Big maps are also
a problem. Maps/Graphs include hundreds or even thousands of nodes. Moreover, a
path search must not take a lot of time and must be as much short and time optimal as
possible because it can be stored and repeated several times. In this context, an equi-
librium between speed-up and quality of paths achieved must be found. Not real-time
constraints are faced in a TetraNauta system. Users wait until the navigation system
returns the most suitable path between a start and a goal end nodes selected from the
H-Graph.



A final solution is constructed as a sequence of sub-goals in a path skeleton. Eu-
clidean distance is used as heuristic. An initial skeleton that joins a start node and a
goal node is constructed. Sub-map’s bridge nodes (horizontal and vertical) are treated
as sub-goals.

Basically, in the skeleton development process this algorithm tries to find the best tra-
jectories between the sub-maps where the start and goal nodes are included. These sub-
maps are called ”start sub-map” SMs and ”goal sub-map” SMg. SMs and SMg are
linked to their parent sub-maps in an upper level of the hierarchy of abstractions through
their bridge horizontal nodes. This process is repeated until both set of partial trajecto-
ries converge into a sub-map. This last sub-map could be even the first abstraction level
of the hierarchy (”root” sub-map at level 0). Every trajectory used to link sub-maps was
already off-line calculated and included in an attached table of trajectories. After the
set of paths that connect SMs and SMg is obtained, only the best path is selected. This
last path skeleton must be completed because it does not connect yet the start and goal
nodes. Two paths must be calculated to join these nodes. No pre-calculated trajectories
are provided so a traditional path planning algorithm is necessary in this last step.

As it was said before there is not much computational time for trajectories gen-
eration so pre-calculated trajectories are specially suitable because they save a lot of
time and guarantee local minimum distance between intermediate nodes. Traditional
AI search has used more heuristic-catching (see [5] for some examples) instead of
trajectory-catching.

Unlike other branch and bound algorithms applied to robot path planning the cost
function measures not only distance covered between two points but also number of
right and left turns. Every turn found during a path search or skeleton generation is
added to the cost function. To make this possible every turn has a fixed and equivalent
cost to a straight distance covered. Turns cost makes paths searched really time optimal
and not only length optimal. A most developed function that takes into account turns
and other characteristics but applied to genetic algorithms can be found in [6].

3.1 Algorithm example

In figure 2 there is an example of a path generation. A user is in a hospital and after
getting dressed he/she wants to go to the hospital’s gymnasium (scheme A). In the first
step of the skeleton generation, trajectories costs are estimated (notice doted lines). This
initial set of trajectories is divided into two groups. The first group is constructed from
the start point (wardrobe) to the bride horizontal nodes (door) of the ”start sub-map”
Room2W3. The second group is constructed from the goal node (training post 2) to the
bride horizontal nodes (door1 and door2) of the ”goal sub-map” Gymnasium.

Next step (scheme B) shows the process of linkage between parent and children
sub-maps. Best trajectories from parent’s (Section West and Section North) bridge hor-
izontal nodes (entrances A,B and C) to children (Room2W3 and Gymnasium) bridge
horizontal nodes (door, door1 and door2) are generated. These trajectories were taken
from the pre-calculated trajectory tables (group 2) of each sub-map (Room2W3 and
Gymnasium).
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Fig. 2. Example of path planning

In the last step of the skeleton generation (scheme C) both sets of trajectories are
linked using another pre-calculated trajectory table (group 5). After this step a set of the
best (lower cost) trajectories skeleton’s that link the start point (wardrobe) with the goal
point (training post 2) is obtained.

Finally, (scheme D) the best skeleton is completed using a ”modified”A� algorithm
(notice that there are no more doted lines between wardrobe-door and training post2-
door1). It is a modifiedA� algorithm because it can avoid any sub-map node refinement.
Pre-calculated trajectories provide optimal paths that cross SM in a deeper level of the
H-Graph.



3.2 Algorithm example

In appendix A there is a table of results. The algorithm proposed is named TetraNauta
and it is compared with other path planning algorithms: A �, A�

withprunes
(a quicker but

not optimal A� version), hill climbing and two genetic algorithms (the first generates a
initial population randomly and the second is helped by a hill climbing algorithm).

Each algorithm calculated 10000 paths per experiment and algorithm. The experi-
ments were three: two horizontal path planning (the first one does not take into account
paths between brother sub-maps) and a vertical building path planning (between differ-
ent floors of a building).

It can be seen how genetic algorithms are quite inefficient. TetraNauta’s algorithms
achieve an important computer time reduction and are close to time optimal paths
achieved with A� algorithms and brute force methods.

4 User Interface

In the last years there has been a huge expansion of electronic mobile devices. Usability
studies are developed in order to face new problems. For example in [7] problems with
small displays are analyzed. In [8] usability issues of wearable computers are studied.
In [9] it is pointed out that many characteristics of static applications are not useful or
suitable. Another important and interesting factor that must be taken into account is the
environment where mobile devices are used [10]. This last issue is the key of the user
interface solution described.

4.1 Interface Designing Problems

An electric-powered wheelchair user sometimes has severe physical disabilities so no
standard keyboards, touchable displays or pointing devices can be managed. Joysticks,
mouthsticks, headsticks and similar devices are used. However, a main problem in aided
navigation systems is how information about an environment is provided to users. Maps
can have hundreds of goal points divided into several floors and users can get confused.

Moreover, user interfaces must be easy to use and help users in their rehabilitation.
Navigation systems can take a user from one point to another but it is more interesting
that users participate in this process. The system should be adaptive and let users par-
ticipate as much as possible because not every user has the same needs. The interface
must follow user progressions, preferences and likes. Namely, it must be flexible and
should be easy adapted to different requirements.

Low economical costs and easy integration in standard wheelchairs are also impor-
tant characteristics. The main targets are: guarantee safety, efficiency, economic viabil-
ity and a good design. The interface should also not loose usability.

4.2 Interface Proposed

The user interface proposed is divided in two parts. On one hand there is a physical
interface and on the other hand there is a cognitive interface. The physical interface is
quite simple (an integrated display) and it just provides efficient communication. The
cognitive interface implements several tasks:
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Fig. 3. Example of user interface interaction

1. Involves complex and large information management.
2. Provides adaptation to user needs.
3. Provides Rehabilitation capacities when users participate in the guidance process

of a path.

This solution consists on a display attached to the computer wheelchair system using a
standard RS232 connection. The input device is the wheelchair joystick used for man-
ual guidance. Goal points are selected using an intuitive menu-based application. The
interface permits to change navigation modes (manual or aided), look for near beacons
to the wheelchair or to change display configurations.

The configuration option can change interface parameters like favorites goals (most
visited goals) or sweep speed in the menu selection. Menu selection can be also made
using the wheelchair joystick. Switches on the control unit of a wheelchair are very
common (i.e. to operate lights) and are used as input devices. When there are no switches,



a push bottom is added to the system via another RS232 connection. In intelligent
wheelchairs like TetraNauta that use the DX bus to control the whole electronic sys-
tem, joystick or switches signal filtering can be done easily. The standard wheelchair
arquitecture must not be modified and it just needs another external module.

As it was said before goal selection is done using an intuitive menu selection appli-
cation. The menu selection is based on the H-Graph model described in section 2. Each
menu shows an abstraction level of the model hierarchy. Users select abstract maps
from the highest abstraction levels to lowest levels until they select the final goal point.
This strategy is similar to techniques applied in mobile telephones. In figure 3 there is
an example of a goal selection. Starting points are detected using beacons placed along
the environment. However, if no beacons are available a starting node can be selected
in the same way as goal nodes are selected.

An interesting improvement is that this aided navigation system calculates a path
and then it informs users only about the next movement or action they should perform.
Thus, users participate in the guidance process instead of letting the navigation system
the entire guidance process. When users do not select the movement proposed by the
navigation system a new path is calculated and a new movement is proposed imme-
diately. The interface registry every user action and habit in order to make a personal
profile and therefore help assistants.

One drawback of the interface proposed is the access time. A goal node selection is
an intuitive process but too slow. Access time do not decrease after a period of training.
The same problem happens in other mobile devices such as mobiles phones when WAP
applications are managed.

5 Conclusions

The abstract map model proposed can face very large path planning process without
loosing a lot of precision in paths achieved. Computational costs are not very high
because a set of pre-calculated trajectories are used. In order to help not qualified people
to work with mobile robot navigation systems there has been developed a visual tool
that facilities design and maintenance of maps.

It has been proved that it is possible to integrate an interface with a navigation
system of a wheelchair in an easy way and manage a large amount of information
efficiently. Moreover, the interface proposed provides rehabilitation functions because
it encourages user participation in the guidance process. The interface proposed can
be easily configured and adapted to user’s needs and facilitates supervision of their
progressions.
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A Table of Results

Table 1. Experimental results obtained using the TetraNauta’s Hospital map.

Path Length (metres) & Path Calculation Time (milliseconds)

Horizontal Path Horizontal Path Vertical Path
Planning 1 Planning 2 Planning

Algorithms L T L T L T

TetraNautawith tables 1130587.3 10685 1029523.6 9784 1500944.2 42250
TetraNautawithout tables 1130712.5 64092 1029644.5 58133 1506933.0 82819

USING ONLY HEURISTIC
A� 1127647.5 145979 1026722.3 131919 1501692.4 163915

A�

with prunes
1341149.2 66565 1217707.2 61157 1582042.7 97319

HillClimbing 1378854.2 22732 1252970.0 21200 1674824.5 33928
Genetic Algorithm1 1143789.0 3087299 1042183.6 2865290 1516491.0 3559578
Genetic Algorithm2 1364234.7 2151633 1238846.3 2010020 1648271.8 8523736

BRUTE-FORCE METHOD
A� = = = = 1490674.5 364744

A�

with prunes = = = = 1543777.1 234697
HillClimbing = = = = 1544009.2 64342

Genetic Algorithm1 = = = = 1492053.7 11205703
Genetic Algorithm2 = = = = 1502554.9 46376436


